GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/12/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

ORNANO, THE BIOLOGIST OF ZELIG, GIVES
THE LESSON IN THE SQUARE OF CANAZEI

Antonio Ornano (in the pic) tonight on stage in Canazei.

Today in the valley
“GOLOSANDO” IN THE SQUARE
PIAZZA CIOCH - SORAGA 6 P.M.

The village centre lived up by gastronomic stands and delicious food
with music entertainment.

“IO NON GIURO” THEATRE SHOW
PARISH THEATRE- CAMPITELLO 9 P.M.

Theatre show with music and images about a little South Tyrolean
hero and his region.

“LE TORRI DEL VAJOLET” RUNNING
VILLAGE CENTRE - VIGO 9 P.M.

Non-competitive race across the village, organised by the local
section of Alpini ANA. (Enrolments bar “Pé de Bosch” 6€; before the
start 7€).

Hilarious comic show tonight at 9 p.m. in Piaz Marconi square in
Canazei with Antonio Ornano. The popular comedian of the TV show
Zelig amuses the public with his quips about sweet and “dumb” pets and
the shrewd, strong wild predators. The teacher Ornano is very famous for
his accurate analysis of the highly “civilized” mammalian: the human
being and the relationships controlling his life. The couples’ life where
usually women rules are a hot topic for Ornano’s performances. After
classical graduation, the Ligurian actor (born in 1972), started to work
for an important company of business services but he never gave up his
passion for theatre and comedy. Among his most popular characters,
besides the professor, we can find Space Cacace a biting bricklayer or
Franco Prunes the ruthless life coach and finally, Ignazio a plastic
surgery addicted.

Itineraries
FROM SORAGA TO BARBIDE AND THE CENTRE OF TAMION
From the centre of Soraga take Strada del Cioch and then Strada
de Barbida streets, to reach the namesake quarterhood. Arrived at
the church, take the road on the right and, again on the right, pass
under an arch vault and go left towards the mountain. Go on
straight and then to the right through woods and meadows to reach
the flat in a wood of larches and firs. A small hill on the left is ideal
to admire the view over Soraga, Moena and Tamion, perched high
among the meadows. Go on straight and then along some turns
that bring to a grade where thousand year old larches stand. After
an ancient sun-burned hayloft, enter the hamlet of Tamion. Here
you will meet two fountains where you can refresh, afterwards you
will reach the centre of the hamlet. Go back along the same track.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 13 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN FARMS
BREEDING, FRAGRANCE AND DELICIOUS TASTINGS AT CONTRIN
(PAID ACTIVITY).
AUGUST 13 9 A.M. - MOENA

GRAND TOUR LUSIA AND PANEVEGGIO MTB
CYCLING AMONG WOODS AND LAKES WITH THE MTB GUIDE.
ENROMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).

Did you know that...
At the end of XIX Century, the number of tourists that Val di Fassa
hosted for a quite long period wa increasing. But nothing like the
mass tourism we have today. The summer season lasted no more
than 40 days, from the half of July to the end of August, and in the
whole valley there were no more than twenty among hotels,
lodging and houses that hosted tourists. Excluded few hotels that
were already reknown, the structures were described as quite
spartan in the travel diaries, especially by German and English
mountaineers.

AUGUST 13 FROM 5 P.M. TO 7 P.M. - CAMPITELLO

LET’S GO CLIMBING

AT THE ARTIFICIAL CLIMBING WALL ADEL THE ALPINE GUIDES
TEACH THE TIPS OF CLIMBING. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT
(PAID ACTIVITY).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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